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1. SUMMARY

This contract study of environmentally-induced discharge transients
coupling into Spacecraft Systems consists of two tasks.

In the first task is evaluated the transients that could occur in
geosynchronous environments, using the NASACharging Analyzer Program
and lumped element modeling for transients coupling into wires. In
the second task is evaluated the available data pertinent to high
voltage solar arrays, collected from laboratory and space experi-
ments, to develop and apply empirical models for large Space Systems.

It is shownthat discharges on the exterior of Satellites can cause
structural potentials to change, which is oscillatory and which cre-
ates differential voltages between different portions of the Space-
craft.

In a typical Spin Stabilized Spacecraft the differential voltages are
smaller (~400 V) but currents are higher (~12 A) comparedto a 3-axis
Stabilized Spacecraft (V ~ 3 kv, current ~ 300 mA).

Wehave shownthat it is possible to construct a simplified lumped
element model, with judicious selection of parameters, which can be
used to evaluate the response of a given spacecraft in a gross quick
way. This will help locate areas of concern in a given design for
further analysis.

A typical interface circuit response to discharge pulses was ana-

lyzed to show that the coupling through the ground point is a serious
threat for Spacecraft electronic units.

In the high voltage solar array task of the study, it was found that

the data available is inadequate to provide an absolute set of equa-

tions for electron and ion current collection phenomena. It is

necessary to investigate systematically under well-controlled
laboratory conditions with all of the plasma properties identified,

to clarify the existing discrepencies between data from one labora-
tory to another.

The empirical models developed, however, reasonably explain flight

data and give, in turn, information on the plasma characteristics

during flight.

The current models developed here indicate that discharges are quite

likely for systems operated at or above 300 V. It is necessary to

conduct a test with a self generated voltage solar array to verify

that the system could discharge and, if it does, to characterize the

discharge pulse.



2. INTRODUCTION

This contract study of environmentally-induced discharge transient
coupling into spacecraft systems was divided into two tasks. The
first task involved the evaluation of transients that could occur in

geosynchronous environments and the second concerned with high voltage
solar array discharge transients that occur primarily in low Earth
orbits.

The approach used in the spacecraft charging coupling study was to
apply the Hughes SCREENS (Space Craft Response to Environments of
S__pace) technique to generiT spin--and 3Taxis stabliTed spacecraft
models. This technique involved the use of NASCAP modeling studies
to predict surface charging and charge stored in dielectrics and
lumped element modeling to predict structure and cable currents and
voltages resulting from possible exterior discharges. The goal of
this study was to demonstrate plausable explanations on how spacecraft
systems could be upset by exterior discharges.

The approach used in the high voltage solar array transient study
was to review existing ground simulation data and develop simple
current collection models to match the data. These models were then

compared to available space experiment data. Finally, the models
were used to conduct a preliminary evaluation of large power system
behavior in space environments. The impacts of possible discharges
on the power system operation were assessed. Recommendations were
made for improving the state-of-knowledge of these environmentally-
induced interactions.



. BACKGROUND - ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE TRANSIENTS IN GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Spacecraft Charging Phenomena

In the early 70's geosynchronous spacecraft began experiencing a
series of unexplained electronic switching anomalies. These
events were initially considered to be nuisances and were correc-
ted by ground commands, logged in the operations records and for-
gotten. In June, 1973 an AF geosynchronous satellite failed and
the subsequent review board found that the failure could have

been caused by an encounter with a severe geomagnetic substorm.

It had been known for years prior to this failure that substorm
environments could charge satellite surfaces to substantial
negative voltages 2-5 but now this charging apparently could be
responsible for catastrophic failures. Reviews of satellite
operational records reinforced the opinion that geomagnetic
substorms could be responsible for the switching anomalies as
well as the failure. The term, "spacecraft charging", was
applied to this process of geosynchronous satellite surfaces
being charged by geomagnetic substorm environments.4

A cooperative Air Force and NASA technology investigation was
launched late in 1975 to evaluate spacecraft charging phenomena.6
The objective of this investigation was to develop the criteria
necessary to control the absolute and differential charging of
spacecraft surfaces by geomagnetic substorms. The principal
outputs of this technology and space flight program were to be
three documents; an environmental atlas, a specification for
testing spacecraft to determine susceptability to upset by
charging environments, and a design guideline document to provide
criteria for designing immunity into spacecraft. This investi-
gation was ambitious in that, over a five year period, it was to
define the substorm environmental characteristics, develop com-
puter tools necessary to predict complex spacecraft surface
charging in that environment, determine the location and charac-
teristics of discharges and predict transient coupling into the
structure and subsystems. The results of this program have been
documented in the preceedings of the biennial Spacecraft Charging
Technology ConferencesT-9 and in AIAA conferences.lO-ll

From these published reports, it is apparent that substantial
progress has been made although it has taken longer than antici-
pated to complete the task. The environmental atlas has been
published 12, the NASA Charging Analyzer Program (NASCAP) has been
validated against ground test and space flight data13,14 and
preliminary versions of a military standard15,16 and desinn
guidelines 17 are available. However, the study of discharge
characteristic and transient pulse coupling into systems has
been lagging behind other areas. It is recognized that a con-
siderable effort went into the studies of discharges initiated
under strong voltage gradients - the so-called "big bang" dis-



charges - before it became apparent that such gradients need not

occur on spacecraft. 18 Subsequent studies have identified condi-

tions which could produce lower energy discharges and have
approximated possible characteristics. 19-21

The status of the environmental models and surface charging

analyzer computer codes is reviewed in the following sections.

Finally, the approach used at Hughes Aircraft Company is dis-
cussed.

3.2 Geomagnetic Substorm Environmental Model

The composition and time evolution of the space plasma environ-

ment are quite complex. 17 It is standard practice to represent

the environment in terms of a temperature and density, assuming
a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution. In that characterization the

geosynchronous environment is typified as a cold, dense plasma

(with a temperature of about 1 eV and a density of up to 100
particles/cmJ). During a geomagnetic substorm the high-density,

low-energy plasma near local midnight is replaced by a cloud of

low-density plasmas (1 to 10 particles/ cm j) with energies from

1 to 50 keV. It is this environment that can charge spacecraft

dielectric surfaces to the extent that they may break down in an

electostatic discharge. The hot plasma cloud diffuses in a few

hours but it is replaced many times during the life of a storm

(which may last a day or longer).

If the spacecraft is near local noon when the cloud appears, it

may never see the hot plasma and will not charge. If the space-

craft is near midnight, it may experience charging and upsets.

If the spacecraft is near local evening, as it moves towards

midnight, it will pass into the diffusing cloud and a more

severe charging environment. If the spacecraft is near local

dawn, it may be over taken by the hot plasma. The problem in
defining a substorm environment is that each of the above sit-

uations represents a unique set of plasma conditions as viewed

by a spacecraft and results in a markedly different charging
history.

That the charging of spacecraft surfaces occurs only at satellite

local times of 2000 to 1000 hours 22 has been demonstrated by the

AF SCATHA data. The data clearly shows the limited charging

region experienced over a nine month period23, 24 (see Figure 1).

Interior transients that were monitored by that spacecraft are

also shown as open and closed dots. It should be noted that

transients can occur even when there is no surface charging

(local noon to local evening).

The environmental model for geomagnetic substorms is taken from

a statistical approach to estimate the yearly percentage of

occurrence of the plasma parameters. 17 These occurrence frequen-

cies were derived by fitting the observed distributions of



electron and ion temperature from ATS-5/6 and SCATHAdata. The
distribution for the electron temperature is shown in Figure 2.
The plasma parameters used (corresponding to a severe substorm)
are:

Electron Temperature:

Ion Temperature:

12 keV

20 keV

Electron Density: 1.1 cm-3

Ion Density: 0.4 cm-3

The ion density is lower than the electron to account for the
effect of different species of ions in the incident current
terms. This type of substorm could occur in geosynchronous
environments about 10%of time per year. Since thesestatistics
concern only the environment, a spacecraft still may not be in
the proper position to encounter this storm. Hence, for a given
spacecraft, the percentage of time per year of orbit that it
would encounter such a severe substorm could be significantly
less.

The duration of time that a spacecraft would encounter such a
severe substorm is relatively short. A severe substorm like
this generally develops rapidly and dissipates to a lower
level. This is demonstrated by the fact that spacecraft poten-
tials in sunlight charging cases are limited to a few hundred
volts negative for spinners 25 and to -2.3 kV for 3-axis stabi-
lized spacecraft. 26 These levels of ground potential can be
reached in about 10 minutes of charging in such storms. Hence,
to be safe, all charging analyses w_ll be run for 15 minutes.

3.3 NASACharging Analyzer Program (NASCAP)

The NASCAPcomputer code was developed specifically to predict
the charging of complex 3-dimensional spacecraft by geomagnetic
substorms. It has been described in detail in the literature 27-29
and will only be summarizedhere.

NASCAPis a quasi-static computational code; that is, it assumes
that a current balance exists at each instant of time. It is
capable of analyzing the charging of 3-dimensional spacecraft as
a function of time for given space environmental conditions. It
includes consideration of conductive and dielectric materials
properties (e.g. secondary emission, backscatter, photoemission,
bulk, and surface conduction), electrostatic potentials and mag-
netic fields. It uses these considerations to compute currents
to and from these surfaces and predict potential distributions
around the body. The body must be defined in terms of rectangular
parallelepiped sections of parallelepipeds, flat plates or booms
within a 17 x 17 x 33 point grid. Up to 15 separate conductors
can be specified with the first conductor capable of floating
with respect to space. The others can be resistively or capaci-
tively coupled or biased (with respect to the first). Environments



FIGURE 1. SCATHA CHARGING/DISCHARGING DATA
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can be specified in terms of single or double Maxwellian distri-

butions. The code outputs a variety of graphic displays showing

the model used, the voltage distributions for given environments

at specific times and particle trajectories (if desired).
Tabular output is also available.

3.4 Discharge and Transient Coupling Processes

That a geomagnetic substorm can charge spacecraft and its

dielectric surfaces to a point where discharges can occur has

been demonstrated by SCATHA30 and is generally accepted. What

is not known is why discharges are initiated and how can this

pulse induce a simulated switching transient.

It was first believed that discharges were the result of large
differential charging between the dielectric surface and the

substrate enhanced by edges, gaps or cracks in the dielectric.

When differential voltages of about -15 kV were generated across

5 mil teflon and kapton test samples, spectacular lightning-like
flashes could be observed. 31 These discharges damaged the

dielectrics and could explain both the electronic upsets and

thermal problems observed in space. However, analysis and

flight data soon showed that differential voltages of -5 kV

across 5 mil dielectrics were the maximum expected in space and

these types of driving voltages would not trigger discharges.
The present-day use of 1 and 2 mil dielectric films would reduce

this maximum differential voltage further.

Discharge models were proposed in which charge was buried within

the dielectric material32-33. Under these models the charge

layer would build up until it would exceed a threshold (probably

at a dielectric edge) and breakdown, emitting charge to space.

The threshold was given in terms of an electric field (~2 x 10 5

volts/cm) 33 which could be easily reached with layers buried a few

microns under the surface. Discharges could occur at any time
according to this model and were not tied to the encounter with

substorms. This could explain the transients observed by SCATHA
and others 34 in the non-charging period of this orbit.

Another possible mechanism is the "inverted" charging type of

discharge.19-21 In this mechanism the conductor is charged

negative with respect to the surrounding dielectrics.

This gives rise to an electron emitter surface coupled to an

accelerating, extraction field. Discharges of this type occur

more frequently in gaps (like solar arrays or OSR's), metallized
dielectric films where the grounding of the metal film has

failed, or painted metallic surfaces within cavities.



Finally, a discharge may occur because of an imperfection on the
surface. This provides a trigger and the breakdown is across
the capacitor between the spacecraft and the space plasma poten-
tial.

Oncea discharge starts (for whatever reason) it stops eventually
because it has emitted all of the available charge. With the
large differential charge type of discharge, there was sufficient
driving potential to movealmost all of the charge to the dis-
charge point and eject it to space. With the lower energy dis-
charge only the charge in the region of the discharge is involved.
The process is believed to be as follows:

a. Discharge is initiated and charge is ejected to space.

b.

Co

The spacecraft ground voltage becomes much more positive

due to this change loss. (AV = AQ/Cspace)

Charge is moved throughout the structure to the discharge

site due to the now unbalanced polarization charge in the
dielectric.

dG The more positive spacecraft conductive surfaces collect

particles from space (either attracting back the emitted

particles or others). This enhances the current flow in

structure. Eventually, the vehicle recharges.

e. The transient current flow in the structure creates

a magnetic field which couples an electric field into
the cables. This transient was believed to cause the

upset. Filtering the input lines was then believed to

be the answer to prevent upsets.

Experiments 35 and analysis 36 seemed to demonstrate that items

a through d were probable. Item e could not be conclusively

demonstrated. Testing of Voyager seemed to show that SEMCAP
could explain coupling possibilities37, 38 but when applied to

communications satelltites in Earth orbit, no hazard could be

identified.39, 40 It is this area that really needs the study.

3.5 Hughes "SCREENS" Approach

The Space and Communications Group at Hughes Aircraft Company

has been interested in electronic switching anomalies since the

mid-seventies. It has developed, a technique called SCREENS

(Space Craft Response to Environments of Space) to predict

be--havio_"in s_ace and to Try to localize _oupling paths into

electronic systems. This technique was initiated with analytical

and experimental studies on the Intelsat Vl spacecraft and has

been expanded and improved continuously since then.

8



SCREENSis really several elements tied together to satisfy
engineering requirements in spacecraft designs. The SCREENS
flow chart for ESDsurvivability is shown in Figure 3. First
step is to determine the surface charging. For a detailed
study, the NASCAPcode is used. For a quick response question,
a simplified 1-dimensional code with an approximation for surface
resistivity is used. The purpose is to determine where electric
fields are concentrated and to estimate the total charge stored
in dielectrics. The implicit assumption here is that the NASCAP
data would bound the charge storage regardless of the discharge
mechanism. Hence, there is a quantifiable meansof bounding a
discharge. With the buried charge concept, there is no known
meansto accomplish this.

The next step is to estimate the discharge pulse. This is
usually treated as an over dampedcurrent pulse that accounts
for the charge lost. The coupling of this transient into the
structure and cables is computedby meansof a lumped element,
circuit-analysis model or LEM. For any spacecraft configuration
each value of capacitance, resistance and inductance has to be
computed, measuredor estimated. For most spacecraft this can
be a large task. Selected cable LEM's are included with the
structure LEM. The advantage in the SCREENSapproach is that
the spacecraft ground can be floated and biased to the predeter-
mined NASCAPvalue. The dielectrics can also be biased according
to the NASCAPpredictions. The mode] is run using the SPICE2
computer code by triggering discharges at selected sites in the
model (based on NASCAP)and viewing the response at selected
locations.

For a quick, engineering decision, simplified single and dual-
path models were available. These are gross models used to
determine whether or not a detailed study of a suspected region
in the spacecraft should be undertaken.

Finally, there is an experimental element in SCREENS.This
includes determination of the charge/discharge characteristics
of selected materials to be used in a design. These tests are
run whenever the are questions about a material or configuration
effect in the design. Unit and spacecraft level transient pulse
respond testing would also be an element of SCREENS.

4. NASCAPMODELING

4.1 Model Descriptions

Models of spin-stabilized and 3-axis stabilized spacecraft were
constructed in the NASCAPcode for this study. Two versions of
the 3-axis stabilized spacecraft, one for dawn and another for
midnight, were used.



FIGURE 3. "SCREENS" TECHNIQUE FLOW CHART
FOR ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE SURVIVABILITY
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4.1.1 Spi n-Stabi Iized Spacecraft

The spin stabilized spacecraft is shown in Figure 4. This

represents a generic Hughes-type spacecraft with an extendable

solar array. When extended this array formed a 2.7 m deep

cavity. The solar array walls were coated with a quasi-

conductive paint but the aft close-out barrier usually had a

dielectric black paint over part if not all of the surface.

This paint completely covered the barrier in this model and was

also used around the bottom rim of the array. The properties

used matched those obtained in charging tests of this paint.

The same black paint was used on the top rim and top cavity

wall. The top barrier was assumed to be 2 mil silvered teflon.

The solar cells were assumed to be covered with ceria doped

coversheets and the optical solar reflectors (OSR) on the
radiator band are 8 mil fused silica. Interconnects in the

solar array were simulated by a sprinkling of silver cells

througout the array. The interconnect area corresponded

roughly to 10% of the total solar array area. This cylindri-

cal section was assumed to spin at a rate fast compared to the
charging rate.
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4.1.2

The despun antenna section used a germanium coated kapton film
as sun shield. This material is semi-conductive. The rear side
was assumed to be covered with 2 mil kapton over which a metal-
lized grid was attached. At the potentials anticipated, this
material responds as kapton. The boom was covered with kapton
and the feed had an aluminum face (arbitrary selection) and
kapton coated sides.

The dimensions of this spacecraft are shown in Figure 4. Note
that each NASCAP cell corresponds to 30 cm x 30 cm squares. The
solar array has a capability of generating about 1800 watts of
which about I/3 is usable at any one time due to spin.

Three-Axis Stabilized Spacecraft

The generic 3-axis stabilized spacecraft is shown in Figure 5.
This spacecraft had 1 kW solar array constructed in two panels.
Each array was assumed to be mounted on a kapton substrate and
used fused silica solar cell covers, The interconnects were
simulated by silver cells sprinkled throughout the area and
represented approximately 10% of the array area. The array
attachment supports were assumed to be kapton covered.

The spacecraft body had a single large antenna. The exposed
base of the antenna was covered with white paint whose proper-
ties matched those obtained in charging tests. The rim of the
antenna was a transparent mesh. The feed was kapton covered.
The side of the antenna by the body and the antenna support
were assumed to be covered by kapton blankets. The body radiator
panels were covered with optical solar reflectors and the rest
of the body had kapton blankets. The thruster simulator at the
bottom of the body had a conductive base.

Due to operational characteristics of this type of spacecraft

(sun Fixed solar arrays with Earth facing antennas) two dif-
ferent NASCAP models had to be constructed. The first simu-

lated the configuration at local midnight while the second,

which had the body rotated 90°, simulated the configuration at

local dawn. Configurations between midnight and dawn can not
be simulated with the present versions of NASCAP but this

approach should allow the charging characteristics to be bounded.

4.2 Charging Characteristics

The spin-stabilized and 3-axis stabilized spacecraft models were

run in the severe environment substorm defined in section 2.2 to

obtain the voltage distributions on the surfaces and around the

craft. Both midnight and dawn simulations were analyzed for the

first 15 minutes of substorm encounters. While the predictions

indicated that the vehicle was still charging, the ground poten-

tials were larger than known values actually measured on space-

craft. Hence, this analysis is sufficient to predict the maximum
stresses within the spacecraft materials.
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FIGURE4. NASCAPMODEL- SPIN STABILIZEDSPACECRAFT
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4.2.1 Spin-Stabilized Spacecraft Results

In both the midnight and dawn simulation, sunlight was directly

incident upon the cylindrical solar array surfaces. The code

was run in the spin mode which inputs average sun intensity

into all surfaces exposed to sunlight. The despun antenna was

simulated by assigning a zero photemission to those antenna

surface that should be dark and increasing the photoemission
by a factor of 3 for those antenna surfaces that should be in

constant sunlight. The increase in photoemission was to com-

pensate for the averaging of the solar intesity.

4.2.1.1 Midnight Simulation

The voltage distributions for the midnight simulation after
16 minutes are shown in Figure 6. For this simulation the

sun illuminated the front surface of the feed and antenna

while the backsides of both were dark. The charging history

of the spacecraft ground is shown in Figure 7 while the

differential voltages of selected surfaces are shown in

Figure 8. After 16 minutes the ground potential reached
about -1.5 kV and the maximum differential was about -2.0 kV

on the dark kapton.

The voltage distributions from the dark kapton antenna ex-

tended into the back side of the solar array. This gave
rise to a cirumferential voltage distribution around the

body made up of solar array and the radiator OSR's. The

body solar array differentials varied from -70 to +200 volts

around the circumference relative to the structure potential.

The OSR's varied +350 to +800 volts. The lower solar array
distribution ranged from -27 volts to +500 volts relative to
the structure. Hence, the fields from the dark antenna

should prevent discharges from the body array but would not

prevent discharges from the OSR's and lower solar array.

These would occur because the structure was more negative

than the surrounding dielectrics (inverted gradient). Other

areas of concern were the kapton used on the antenna and

antenna pivot and the teflon forward barrier and black paint
because the voltage difference relative to the structure was

> -1.5 kV. The lower cavity was a concern because of a possible

hollow cathode effect that could exist. The lower baffle was

very negative (about -1.5 kV relative to the structure) while
the rest of the cavity was essentially field free at a more

positive value. Any discharge initiated at the barrier would

be accelerated out to space.
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FIGURE 6. PREDICTED CHARGING LEVELS - SPIN STABILIZED SPACECRAFT
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A summary of discharge sites is given in Table 1. Also
listed is the differential voltage and the possible charge
stored in each NASCAP cell computed from:
Q : c[8.85xi0 -14] 900 AV : 7.965xi0 -II c AV coulumbs/NASCAP CELL

where _ = dielectric constant and d is material thickness (cm).
An approximation for the possible charge lost in a discharge
is also listed, This is based solely on the assumption that
only one cell would discharge at a time and that at most 10%
of the total charge could be lost to space. These numbers
were rounded down and were used in the lumped element modeling.

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF CHARGE STORED IN DIELECTRICS AND POSSIBLE DISCHARGE LOSSES

NASCAP RUNS FOR SPIN STABILIZED SPACECRAFT

Simulation

Midnight

Dawn

Site

Kapton (2 mil)
Ceria Solar Cells (6 mil)
Optical Solar Reflectors (8 mil)

Voltage
Differential

(kV)

-2.15
+0.5
+0.8

Charge
Stored

("C)*

101
10.5
12.5

Teflon (2 mil)
Black Paint-Cavity

Kapton (2 mil)

Ge-Gated Kapton (2 mil)

Ceria Solar Cells (6 mil)

Optical Solar Reflectors (8 rail)

Teflon (2 rail)

Black Paint-Cavity

-2.11
-2.11
+0.65
+0.65
-2.0
-1.5

78.5
70.6

99
99
13.6
10.2
78.5
70.6

DischargeLoss
(.c)

10
I
1
8
7

i0
I0

1.5
i
8
7

* Per NASCAP CELL of 900 cm2
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4.2.1.2 Dawn Simulation

To simulate this condition the photoemission on one edge of

the antenna, the exposed pivot and feed was increased while

all other antenna surfaces were made to have zero photo-

emission. The voltage distribution resulting from this
simulation after 16 minutes in the substorm is shown in

Figure 9. The charging history of the ground potential is

shown in Figure 7 while selected surface differential

voltages are shown in Figure 10. The ground potential was

slightly over - 2 kV in the back side kapton.

The principal difference that occurred here is that the
fields around the antenna were more intense: both sides were

charging. The fields also extended into the solar array as

before giving rise to a circumferential variation. The

distribution within the top cavity was not significantly

different and the voltage distribution in the bottom cavity

was identical to the midnight simulation.

The summary of charge stored and possible loss in discharges
is given in Table I.

4.2.2 Three-Axis Stabilized Spacecraft

In this simulation two separate models of the same spacecraft

were used for the midnight and dawn simulation. The solar

intensity was held at unity and there was no need to adjust the

photoemission of any surfaces.

4.2.2.1 Midnight Simulation

The voltage distribution due to running this model in a

severe substorm for 16 minutes is shown in Figure 11.

The charging history of the ground potential is shown in

Figure 12. The differential voltages of selected surfaces

are shown in Figure 13. After the 16 minutes of this simu-

lation the ground potential reached -2.7 kV while the maximum

differential was again about -2 kV in the shaded kapton and
teflon surfaces.

These distributions indicate that breakdowns could exist in

several locations due to voltage gradients. First, in the

shaded region behind the antenna, there are intense fields

with differential voltages of about -2 kV. However, the

mesh portions of the antenna allowed sunlight to part of the

forward enclosure. These surfaces charged differentially to
only about -200 volts. Hence, across this surface there is

about 1.8 kV differential. A discharge in this surface

could release considerable charge from the dielectric.
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FIGURE 9. PREDICTED CHARGING LEVELS - SPIN STABILIZED SPACECRAFT
DAWN SIMULATION
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4.2.2.2

At the rear of the spacecraft body, the thruster enclosure

was assumed to be conductive while the surrounding kapton

blanket was at -4.8 kV. This means that the gradient is

very severe at this interface (-2 kV). This voltage exists

across the two mil thickness of kapton which means the

electric field is 3.9 x 105 volts/cm. Discharges can occur.

Finally, a gradient in the solar cells exists at the panel

edges. The majority of the cover glass surfaces was charged

to ~-2 kV. This is slightly positive with respect to struc-

ture ground (~200 volts), but there was a i kV gradient

around the edges. This could also breakdown.

The OSR's on both radiator panels had differential voltages
greater than 1.5 kV. These also must be considered as

possible discharge sites.

The summary of charge storage per NASCAP cell in areas of

concern and the assumed possible charge loss per cell is

given in Table II. For these areas where the surface voltage

difference between cells is greater than 1 kV, the charge
loss in a discharge is assumed to be 30%.

Dawn Simulation

The voltage distribution due to running this model in a

severe substorm for 16 minutes is shown in Figure 14.
The charging history of the ground potential is shown in

Figure 12. Differential charging history of selected sur-

faces is shown in Figure 15. After the 16 minutes of this

simulation, the ground potential reached -2.5 kV while the

maximum differential still was -2 kV for shaded kapton
and teflon surfaces.

There are considerable differences between the dawn and

midnight simulations. In the dawn case, the sunlight is
into the side of the antenna. This eliminates the severe

sun-shaded conditions that existed in the forward barrier.

However, discharges could still occur here with an estimated

maximum charge loss of 10% maximum of the total charge.

Another area of difference was in the solar arrays. Here,

the voltage distribution extended further into the array
panels. The voltage gradient across the panels are now 1.5

kV and still are considered a likely discharge source.

The OSR's on the radiator panel were now differentially

charged to -2 kV. Again they are possible discharge sites.

The rear of the spacecraft body had a strong differential

voltage and must be considered as a probable discharge
location.
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The summary of charge storage and possible discharge losses

from these areas of concern is given in Table II. As before,

charge loss in discharges of up to 30% are assumed likely

when surface voltage differentials in excess of 1 kV exist.

TABLE II

SUMMARY OF CHARGE STORED IN DIELECTRICS AND POSSIBLE DISCHARGE LOSSES

NASCAP RUNS FOR THREE-AXIS STABILIZED SPACECRAFT

Simul ati on

Midni ght

Dawn

Site

Kapton (2 mil) Antenna

Teflon (2 rail)

Optical Solar Reflectors (8 rail)

Kapton-Read (2 mil)

Solar Cell Covers (6 mil)

Kapton (2 mil) Antenna

Teflon (2 mil)

White Paint (2 mil)

Optical Solar Reflectors (8 rail)

Kapton (2 mil) - Rear

Solar Cell Covers (6 mil)

Voltage
Differential

(KV)

-2.0

-1.95

-1.9

-2.1

-0.5

-2.1

-2.0

-0.94

-2.1

-2.1

-0.44

Chargei
Stored

(.C)*

94.1

76.4

29.8

98.8

10.5

98.8

78.4

44.2

32.1

98.8

9.2

Discharge
Loss

(.c)

28

23

3

I0

3

30

8

4

3

I0

3

* Per NASCAP CELL of 900 cm 2

4.3 Summary

Both of the generic spacecraft considered here used materials

and coatings that are currently considered viable for present-day

spacecraft construction. There was no attempt to use conductive

coatings (either conductive paints or indium-tin-oxide films) to

reduce the charging. The results indicated that discharges are

highly probable in the spin-stabilized spacecraft due to the

large despun antenna and large cavity. The anticipated charge
lost, though, should be relatively low.
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FIGURE 14. PREDICTED VOLTAGE DISTRIBUTION - 3 AXIS
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The three-axis stabilized spacecraft, on the other hand, had a more uni-

formly charged set of surfaces and discharges should not be as probable.

However, when these discharges do occur, they could be more severe.

5. INTERNAL TRANSIENT RESPONSE

In order to examine the effects of discharge on the spacecraft interior
a detailed lumped element model (LEM) was used. The NASCAP results

were used as input to the LEM. In the following sections the detailed
and simplified LEM's and the results obtained with them are examined.

In addition, a buffer (interface) circuit typical of those used to

filter unwanted transients from power and signal lines was examined

to determine its susceptibility to signals generated by electrostatic

discharges. Its vulnerability to these signals was studied at both

the normal input and the ground point of the circuit.

5.1 Detailed Lumped Element Model Descriptions

5.1.1 General Approach

The coupling of the discharge into the spacecraft structure was

computed by means of a lumped element, circuit analysis model

or LEM. The LEM was constructed by representing the various
spacecraft components and structures by their equivalent

capacitance, resistances and inductances.36,41, 42 The model

For a typical spacecraft can become quite complex (see Figure
16 for the structural model of a spacecraft).

FIGURE 16. LUMPED ELEMENTS MODEL OF A TYPICAL SPIN
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5.1.2

For this study, the LEM of a spin stabilized spacecraft was

used in the analysis for the spinner then modified to represent
the three axis stabilized satellite. The model was sufficient

in detail to provide a realistic response and was made to re-

present a typical spacecraft configuration. The responses

given here therefore give indications of the response for any

spacecraft of these general configurations.

Spin Stabilized Spacecraft LEM

The spin stabilized spacecraft had a spun portion containing

the solar array, an equipment shelf and the major part of the

structure. The despun portion contained the antenna farm and

a despun equipment shelf. The two areas were connected elec-

trically by internal power, signal and ground cables. The

interface is the bearing and power transfer assembly (or

BAPTA). The BAPTA also served as a common point for satellite

wiring between the two sections of the spacecraft. The antenna

consisted of a single dish and feed, both of which were despun.

The major part of the body included a cylindrical structure to

which was attached the solar panels.

Included in the LEM was a power return wire between the antenna

and the spun shelf. The wire was modelled as a single, un-
shielded wire and was terminated with 50 _ at both ends. The

wire model was the one to give a worst case response. Figure 17
shows the location of the wire.

FIGURE 17. CROSS SECTION OF SPIN STABILIZED S/C
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5.1.3 Three Axis Stabilized Spacecraft LEM

The three axis stabilized spacecraft did not have spun portion.

The spacecraft body had an equipment shelf within it and the

solar panels attached as wings. The antenna was attached to

the top of the body.

Several modifications were made to the LEM to model the three

axis stabilized spacecraft. The solar panels, the spun shelf

and the electrical interface between the spun and despun shelf

were removed. The solar panels were added as wings attached

to opposite sides of the body. The cable was again modelled

as a single, unshielded wire and was connected across the

equipment shelf to simulate the return wire for earth sensors

located on the outside edge of the shelf. Figure 18 shows the
location of this wire.

FIGURE 18. CROSS SECTION OF 3 AXIS STABILIZED S/C
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5.2 Detailed Lumped Element Model Analysis

5.2.1 Dis,charge Simulation

NASCAP results (Tables I and II) indicated highest charge

build-up (~100 uC) on the antennas of both the spin and
three axis stabilized spacecraft and on---T_-e3-axis solar

panels. Since these were the areas with the highest electric

fields, the discharges were simulated in those areas. A maximum

of 10% charge loss for the spinner and the 3-axis spacecraft

was assumed. In addition a lower value (2 _C) was also used

for comparision with detailed LEM results. NASCAP indicated a

negative charge build-up so the discharges were modelled as

positive current pulses input to the circuit at the discharge

site to simulate a loss of electrons. Figures 19 and 20
represent the discharge pulses' characteristics.

The response examined was the behavior of the potential rela-

tive to the discharge site as a function of distance from the

discharge site. Also studied was the magnitude of transient

current produced in the satellite wiring due to the discharge.

Figure 21 shows a spin stabilized spacecraft and a typical

discharge.
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5.2.2 Transient Response Results

5.2.2.1 Potential

Figure 22 shows the potential of the spinner's structure

relative to the antenna for 2 _C discharge. In this case

thepotential is similar for most parts of the structure

except for the despun shelf which is lower in magnitude and

out of phase with the other potentials. The potential

reached a maximum value of about 400 V for the array and spun

shelf and about 125 V for the despun shelf. The behavior was

oscillatory in nature and damped out in time (Figure 23).

For the 10 uC discharge, the results were the same as the

2 uC discharge results except for having higher magnitudes.

The shape was the same with the array and spun shelf poten-

tials reaching to about 500 V and the despun shelf 125 V.

An antenna discharge in the three axis stabilized case yield-

ed similar results. Figure 24 shows the top and bottom

potentials relative to the discharge site. The differential

potential between the top and bottom was oscillatory as seen
in Figure 25.

The equipment shelf potential was approximately 800 V ini-

tially and damped out quickly since it was not coupled

directly to the antenna (Figure 26). The potential between

the top and bottom of the 3-axis body was greater when the

discharge occurred on the solar panels and is shown in

Figure 27. The overall potential relative to the antenna

reached about 3 kV in the 2 uC discharge case and about 10

kV in the 10 _C discharge case.

5.2.2.2 Current

Figure 28 shows the current in the spinner's power return wire

and Figure 29 shows the current generated by the solar panel
discharge in the 3 axis Earth sensor return wire. In the

spinner case the current peaks at about 12 A while for the 3
axis sensor return wire the maximum current was about 0.3 A.

In both cases the 10 _C discharge produced currents which

followed the same damped oscillatory motion but with slightly

higher magnitudes.

5.3 Simplified Lumped Element Model Analysis

5.3.1 Model Description

In addition to the detailed LEM studies, the results from

simplified dual path models were analyzed. These are gross

models that agreed qualitatively with the detailed LEM's and

are to be used primarily to determine if detailed models were

needed, to understand what is occurring in selected regions or

to evaluate possible corrective techniques.
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FIGURE 24. STRUCTURAL POTENTIAL
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The simplified spin stabilized LEM used here is shown in

Figure 30. The despun section was simulated by a single

capacitance (Cl), resistance (RI), and inductance (L1). There
was also an unshielded 50 cm. cable attached to a shelf. The

spun section was likewise treated with parameters labeled 2.

The discharge response relative to space was treated with a

single capacitance to space. Recharging by the substorm was

accomplished by exposing the conductive area to the incident

electron current. The parameters to simulate the structural

elements were chosen to give an underdamped transient with

frequencies in the range of 1 to 10 MHz for the spun section
and 10 to 20 MHz for the despun.

The discharge was triggered by closing the switch connecting

a R-L-C circuit to the discharge site. The values of RD, LD,

and CD were chosen to give an overdamped current transient

equivalent to the desired charge lost. It was found that the

discharge currents dissipate in microseconds which is short

compared to the recharging time of the spacecraft by the

substorm environment so that the two processes can be con-
sidered independently.

FIGURE 30. HIGHLY SIMPLIFIED LEM
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5.3.2 Transient Response Results

The discharge pulse used in this simulation is shown in Figure
31. The values chosen for CD, RD and LD (2.xlO -9, 50., & l.xlO -6
respectively) resulted in a discharge current transient that
reached 50 Amps, damped out in about a microsecond and ejected
11.5 microcoulombs to space. This charge loss was a little
larger than desired, but it is meant only as illustration.

As a result of this charge loss, the spacecraft potential changed
as shown in Figure 32. The ultimate rise was determined solely
by the charge lost and the spacecraft capacitance to space.

The initial potential was -1550 volts and the final value 26,500

volts. At the 1500 nanosecond time, the structure potential was

just starting to be recharged by the milliampere substorm

charging current. The differential voltage built up between the

despun and spun areas of the spacecraft due to the coupler is

shown in Figure 33. The coupler values chosen for this case gave

an impedance of about 300 Ohms. The difference peaked at about

760 volts and the curve followed the discharge pulse transient.

The currents induced in each of the cables is shown in

Figure 34. Since the termination impedance of each pulse was
50 Ohms, the transient damped out very rapidly; it was over
before the discharge pulse ended. The currents peaked at +200
and -400 mA which should not be excessive.

A comparison of the results of simplified and detailed LEM's

(Figure 35) show that the agreement between them is quite good

for a typical 2 _C discharge.

FIGURE 31. DISCHARGE CURRENT TRANSIENT
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FIGURE 32. STRUCTURE POTENTIAL RELATIVE TO SPACE
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Interface Circuit

Descri ption

Electronic systems are usually protected by buffer circuits

such as those shown in Figure 36. The circuits are used on

spacecraft cables to suppress noise signals on the line. The

effectiveness and response of the circuit to various inputs

were examined as a part of this study. The effects of injec-

ting pulses at the input and the groundpoint were analyzed.

FIGURE 36. TYPICAL INTERFACE CIRCUIT FOR NOISE REJECTION
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5.4.2 Signals Input At Front End

5.4.3.2

Only DC voltage signals of negative magnitude turn on the

output when signal was applied at input. All other inputs had

no effect unless signal was high enough to cause component

failures. The exception to this was when the R-C filter was

removed. In this case, input signals traveled through the

circuit without being greatly affected. The RC filter was

needed to keep out unwanted signals. These results are quite

typical and well known.

Signals Input At Ground Point

Pulses

Negative pulses of both usec and nsec pulse widths were

input at the ground point (Figures 37 and 38). The start

of the pulse sent the output to 5 V and it remained there

for the duration of the pulse. When _sec pulses of

positive magnitude were input to the ground point, the

output was unaffected until the input pulse switched off.

After this, the output was driven to 5 V where it remained

for :700 usec (Figure 39). This may be explained as the

equivalent R-C time constant of the circuit. This affect

did not occur until the magnitude of the pulse went above

about 20 V. This corresponds probably to the inter-

action between the capacitor and the transistors.

For nanosecond pulse widths, the results were similar

except that the duration of the output signal did not

last beyond 100 nsec for the higher magnitude (750 V)

pulses and was shorter for the lower magnitude pulses.

Here the threshold magnitude was lower (40 V) than in the

usec pulses case.

Damped Sine Wave Input At The Ground Point

Detailed LEM results indicated currents with 10-20 MHz

transients would be generated in the wiring. In other

studies frequencies as high as 50 MHz were seen. To

cover these observed frequencies, signals of i MHz,

50 MHz and 100 MHz were input to the buffer circuit.

In these cases, the output had positive spikes when the sine

wave went positive and negative spikes when the sine wave

went negative. These spikes lasted only the duration of the

positive or negative going part of the wave. The magnitude

of the output spikes were higher in the 50 MHz and 100 MHz

cases (~20-30 V), but only lasted a few nanoseconds of each
half wave. In the 1MHz case where each half wave was

5 usec long, the output spike lasted for this long, but only

reached 5 V magnitude. Figures 40 and 41 show the I MHz and

50 MHz input signals and the resulting output.
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FIGURE 39. INTERFACE CIRCUIT RESPONSE TO POSITIVE INPUT PULSE
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FIGURE 41. INTERFACE CIRCUIT RESPONSE TO INPUT VOLTAGE
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The output as a function of input frequency was also

examined. Up to 1 MHz the output acted as if input

signals were a string of pulses. The output frequency

was the same as the input frequency (Figure 42). As

the input frequency rose beyond 1MHz the magnitude of

the output rose, peaked and leveled off at about 50 MHz

then decreased as the frequency went beyond 75 MHz

(Figure 43). Since transients of greater than 100 MHz

have not been predicted, no frequencies above this were
studied.
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FIGURE 42. EFFECT OF R-C FILTERS ON NOISE REJECTION
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6. BACKGROUND - HIGH VOLTAGE SOLAR ARRAY DISCHARGE TRANSIENTS

A technology investigation of high voltage solar array interactions

with plasma environments was launched about 15 years ago to satisfy a

preceived need for such power for electric propulsion and advanced

communications missions. 43-45 This investigation consisted of ana-

lytical and experimental studies and an auxiliary payload satellite
program (SPHINX). 46 About the same time the satellite was launched

and lost (1974), interest in high voltage system space plasma inter-

action phenomena decayed.

In the past several years, however, NASA has been conducting mission

planning studies calling for larqe satellites to be placed in low

Earth orbits by the Shuttle. 47-50 The culmination of this activity

is the proposed Space Station which has a baseline operational power

capability of 70 KW. The solar array to provide such power over the
mission life must be sized to generate 200 KW initially. 51

The generation of large power levels require very large solar arrays
since the nominal power density is on the order of 100 watts/m 2.

Such areas imply long cabling to bring power to the user. If the

array is operated at a nominal voltage of 30 to 60 volts, currents on

the order of 5000 amperes would be required. Currents of this magni-

tude can produce either significant cable harness losses (12R) or

unacceptable increases in weight if the cable loss is reduced by

thicker cross-sectional areas. 52 In addition, large currents flowing

in the array can generate magnetic fields that can interact with the

ambient field. This increases the drag on the system. The alternative

is to increase the operating voltages thereby reducing currents. For

the Space Station operating voltages in the range of 200 to 1000 volts

are being considered. However, the largest operational voltage used
in space occured during the relatively short periods of time that the

Skylab was configured to operate at 100 volts. 53 The operation of

power systems at elevated voltages can give rise to interactions with the

space plasma environment that must be considered in designing these
systems.

The interactions of concern are illustrated in the conceptual high-

voltage space power system illustrated in Figure 44. This system

consists of two large solar array wings surrounding a central body or
spacecraft. The solar arrays are assumed to be assembled in what is

called standard construction techiques. This means that the cover

slides do not completely shield the metallic interconnects from the

environment. These cell interconnects are at various voltages de-
pending upon their location in the array circuits. Hence, the inter-

connects can act as plasma probes attracting or repelling charged

particles. At some location on the array, the generated voltages

will be equal to the space plasma potential. Since the electrons are

more mobile than the ions, the array will float at a voltage that is
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more negative than positive with respect to space potential. Cell
interconnects at voltages above this space plasma potential will
collect electrons, while those at voltages below this space potential
will collect ions. The voltage distribution at the interconnects
relative to space must be such that these electron and ion currents
are equal. (i.e., the net current collected is zero).

This flow of particles can be considered to be a current loop through
space that is in parallel with the operational system and, hence, is
a power loss. In addition, the cover glass used on solar cells must
also have a zero net current collection. This interaction with the
space plasma forces the cover glass to a small negative potential
which can produce large voltage gradients in the gap region between
cells. This can give rise to breakdowns to space producing transients
in the power lines.

The severity of these plasma interactions depends upon the array
operational voltage and the charge-particle environments. The
operating voltage will be determined from power system studies,
but probably will be less than 1000 volts. The charged-particle
environment is determined by the orbital altitude. At the projected
operational voltages only the low energy or thermal plasma environment
should be of concern since the array voltages are too low to influence
the higher energy environmental particles. This thermal plasma envi-
ronment at the equator is shown in Figure 45. Since the peak density
of 3 x 106 cm"3 occurs at 300 km, one should expect interactions to be
more severe at the lower altitudes.
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FIGURE 45.
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7. GROUND SIMULATION STUDIES

7.1 Introduction

Tests of segments of solar arrays exposed to plasma environments
and biased by external power supplies have been conducted for
years. 53-61 The philosophy implicit in such a test is that the
interaction measured at each individual voltage step in the
laboratory can be summed to obtain the performance of a distri-
buted voltage solar array. Hence, it is assumed that there are
no interactions between the various parts of the array at
different voltages and the phenomena measured should produce
worst-case results.

Such plasma interaction tests have been typically conducted in
an experimental arrangement shown schematically in Figure 46.
The vacuum chamber should be capable of maintaining a background
pressure in the 10 -6 torr range with the plasma source operating.
This source creates the environment by ionizing a gas such as
nitrogen, argon or helium. The plasma parameters (number density
and particle temperatures) are determined with probes usually
before and after each test. Determination of plasma properties
during a test is impossible since the test surface interaction
influences the prob? readings. The solar array segment (ranging
in size from I00 cm2 to I0 m2) is mounted in the chamber electri-

cally isolated from tank ground. A high voltage power supply is
connected to one or both ends of the array through an isolated
feed through in the table wall. A current sensing instrument is
placed between the power supply and the segment to measure the
coupling current collected by the segment from the plasma envi-
ronment. This lead should be shielded to minimize extraneous

currents. A surface voltage probe (such as manufactured by
TREK) 62 can be used to sense the voltage on the cover glass
during the test. Therefore, a surface voltage profile and
coupling currents as functions of specific applied voltages are
obtained for a given plasma environment. It should be pointed
out that the tank ground (at the wall) is not necessarily the
plasma potential. This plasma potential is determined from
the probe readings and must be added to or subtracted from the
applied bias voltage in order to interpret the test data.

It is very important to make this correction at low bias voltages
since the plasma potential can be in the range of ±20 volts.

7.2 NASA-Lewis Research Center (LeRC) Test Results

Plasma interaction tests have been conducted in various chambers at

the NASA-Lewis Research Center since 1969 to support both technology
investigations and space flight experiments.46,56,57,61 It repre-
sents the largest body of test results available. Unfortunately,
not all of this information has been published and is available only
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7.2.1

as individual plots on separate graphs with brief annotations on
plasma conditions. However, the data was complied and used here to
form a data base for interactions. The majority of these tests were
conducted without solar simulation.

Experimental Results

The following solar arrays were tested in plasma environments

with densities ranging from 1 x 103 to 5 x 104 particle/cm3:

• SPHINX (Space Plasma-Hi Voltage I00 cm 2

Interaction Experiment) test panel

• SPHINX power panel 1950 cm 2

• SERT (Space Electric Rocket Test) 1400 cm 2

power panel

• PIX-I (Plasma Interaction Experiment) I00 cm 2
test panel

• PIX-2 test panel - Single Segment 480 cm2

• PIX-2 test panel - All four segments 1920 cm2

• (4) PIX-I panels 400 cm 2

• 9 Panel Array 13,600 cm 2

SPHINX 4, PIX-122 and PIX-223 were auxiliary payload experiments

that underwent considerable ground testing prior to flight.
PIX-1 and 2 both were successful and these results will be

discussed in the next section of this report.

In order to minimize the number of variables in these studies

the collected current was non-dimensionalized and the voltage
used was relative to the plasma potential rather than the

applied bias. The results are shown in Figure 47 and 48 for

positive and negative biases. The coupling current, I is the
experimentally obtained value.

The current, Io, is the thermal current to the panel (Ap) or:

Io = 2.7 x 10-12 ne_T e Ap For positive bias
or

Io = K niCT i Ap For negative bias

where: K = 9.89 x 10-15 if Argon was used in the plasma source.
K = 1.4 x 1014 if Nitrogen was used.
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It was hoped that this procedure would minimize the variability
of the data but it is obvious that it didn't. The error bars
represent the range of results for a specified voltage not a
variation about a meanvalue.

The major uncertaintity in this data is the plasma parameters.
The majority of the Lewis data lists only an approximate value
for density while values of electron and ion temperatures
are rarely listed and the plasma potential is not specified.
Density measurementat several locations within the chamber
indicates a variable plasma probably due to wall effects.
Furthermore, there is no indication that the density always
remained uniform throughout the test. The only uncertainty
stated in these tests is that the density is knownwithin a
factor of two.

In spite of the variation in the data, it is apparent that the
positive bias data shows a transition at 100 volts - the snap-
over phenomenon.66 Whena large data base is used, this tran-
sition is smoother than previously believed based on single
data sets. The negative bias data seemsto be increasing
linearity.

7.2.2 Empirical Model

This LeRCdata base can be used to develop empirical relation-
ships for current collection as a function of bias voltage and
plasma characteristics. Due to the abrupt transition, the
electron current collect would have to be broken into two
parts; collection where the voltage is 100 volts or less and
collection above 100 volts. The relationships developed are:

Icollected = Jeo Ap (1.25 x 10-3 ) (1 + V+) 0 • V± • 100

Icollected = Jeo (.25) Ap (1 + V_IOO) V+ > 100
4- Te

Icollected = Jio (1.25 x 10-2 ) Ap (1 + V.)
Ti

where:

V.< 0

Ap = solar array panel area (cm 2)

Jeo = electron thermal current density (amp/cm 2)

Jio = ion thermal current density (amp/cm 2)

Te = electron temperature (eV)

Ti = ion temperature (eV)
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These curves are plotted in Figures 47 and 48 and are in

reasonable agreement with the data. The largest discrepancy
is in the region between +50 and +100 volts where the collection

process is undergoing a transition process to snap-over conditions.

Previous attempts to model the low voltage (<100 volt) positive
bias data led to the belief that this collection should corre-

spond to the interconnect region between the solar cells acting
as cylindrical plasma probes. 67-69 This lead to a relationship

where the current collected would be proportional to the square

root of the voltage. This seemed to agree with the results of
several sets of data. But, when this data is corrected for a

plasma potential and replotted, then the current varies directly
with voltage. There is no obvious explanation for the factor
1.5 x 10-3 needed in the current collection model for this low

voltage interaction other than it could be due to collection

suppression caused by the charged cover glass.

7.3 Effect of Facility on Results

7.3.1

Test have been conducted in facilities other than at the Lewis

Research Center (LeRC) and these results should be reviewed and

included in the data base. The two sets of data to be discussed

here are those obtained at Boeing 13 and Johnson Space Center. 61

Boeing Test Results

Plasma interaction tests were conducted by Boeing under con-
tract to the Lewis Research Center. 55 These tests were con-

ducted in a similar manner to that previously described and
used nitrogen for the plasma environment. The fundamental

difference between the LeRC and Boeing facility was the plasma
source. The LeRC used a bombardment ionization source in

which electrons emitted from a hot wire filament in a cylin-

drical chamber would spiral out to the outer wall anode

ionizing a gas by impact. The electron path was lengthened by

a cylindrical magnetic field. The plasma generated would

diffuse out of an orfice and fill the chamber. Essentially,

it is a point ionization source, but in a large chamber, this

should not make much of a difference. The Boeing source was

two large screens separated by a small distance. An electrical
field was provided across these screens and the ionization

process started by a hot wire filament. A gas flow was estab-

lished into the screen separation and a plasma would exit the

device. This device is referred to as a Burrowbridge source.70

Each device would generate a plasma but with different charac-

teristics. The Boeing system resulted in plasmas with electron

temperatures in the 5 to 10 eV range and ion temperatures in

the 25 eV range. The LeRC tests were conducted with particle

temperatures in the 1 to 2 eV range.
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A second difference was that the Boeing results were obtained
in an ion pumpedchamberwhile the LeRc chamberswere all oil-
diffusion pumpedsystems. Experimental checks were conducted
at Boeing to verify that the pumpdidn't influence the test
results.

The principal difference between the two sets of results is

that the Boeing results do not show a snap-over phenomenon

(see Figure 49). The electron collection tends to be a fairly

uniformly increasing curve with about an order of magnitude

larger current at voltages less than 100 volts and about an

order of magnitude less at voltages greater than 100 volts.

In fact Boeing was able to fit the data with a partially

isolated spherical probe theory over the complete range. The
negative bias data obtained by Boeing falls within the scatter
of the LeRC results.

FIGURE 49. COMPARISON OF GROUND TEST RESULTS
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7.3.2 Johnson Space Center (JSC) Results

There have been several tests conducted on high voltage solar
array interactions in the 40 foot diameter chamber at JSC.58, 60

The test that will be discussed here is the one that was con-

ducted jointly by JSC and LeRC personnel to evaluate the effect

of facilities on plasma-high voltage surface interactions. 61

The same samples were used in both tests and the same personnel
did both tests. Tests were run both with and without solar

simulation.

The plasma source used in the JSC tests was a 30 cm ion

thruster with the accelerator grids floating; no voltages were

applied to the accelerator. Argon was used to provide the

plasma environment. The solar array test articles consisted
of the 9 separate panel array (13,600 cm 2) and a single 1400

cm 2 panel.

The determination of facility effects can best be shown by

comparing the results of positive bias voltage collection on
the 1400 cmL panel. The coupling current collected as a

function of voltage in the LeRC and JSC chambers is shown in

Figure 50. Both tests used Argon for the Rlasma but the
densities were slightly different: 3 x 105 cm-3 at LeRC and
1.6 x 103 cm3 for JSC. The initial collection characteristics

indicate a positive plasma potential in the JSC facility

FIGURE 50. COMPARISON OF TESTS IN DIFFERENT FACILITIES
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(about 8 to 12 volts) whereas the LeRC facility had a negative

plasma potential (usually -5 to -10 volts). The low voltage

collection (10 to -60 volts) in the JSC chamber is about an

order of magnitude larger than the LeRC results even though

the panel was identical and the plasma density was about a

factor of two higher in the LeRC chamber.

Snapover occurred, as usual, at about 100 volts in the LeRC

chamber whereas a smaller version occured at about 150 volts

in the JSC chamber. The current collection above 200 volts is

considerably lower in the JSC results compared to the LeRC.

Finally, the JSC chamber results terminated in a discharge at

about 400 volts positive. This positive voltage breakdowns
did not occur in the LeRC tests. Similar results were found

in the positive voltage collection phenomena with the 13,600
cm 2, nine panel array.

In the solar simulation test in the JSC chamber, the nine panel

array was connected in series and illuminated providing data

on the operation of reasonably large solar array operating in

an open circuit mode at about 250 volts in a plasma environment

corresponding to an altitude of about 500 km. The voltage of

each panel relative to tank ground were measured as was the

current flow between each segment. The results indicated that

the array floated with one panel at an average voltage of +35

volts positive and decreasing to an average of -190 volts

negative relative to the tank ground. Assuming that the

plasma potential was the same as before (+10 volts), then the

most positive panel was +25 volts and the most negative was

-200 volts. A model based on cylindrical probe electron

collection and spherical probe ion collection was constructed

that appeared to match this data exceptionally well. 68 How-

ever, when the models developed as part of this study were

applied, the electron collection was down by an order of

magnitude while the ion collection was the same.

7.4 Current Collection Models

As shown in the previous summary of ground test results, there

are questions about the electron collection data. The low

voltage (<100 volts) electron collection data from the LeRC

tests always seems to be suppressed compared to the Boeing and
JSC results. The data above 100 volts in the LeRC tests tends

to be greater than that obtained in the other tests. The com-

bination of these two conditions tends to make snap over much

more pronounced in the LeRC tests compared to the others. The

cause of this discrepancy is not understood. It could be related

to electron temperatures (they were different in all tests) or

to magnetic field effects (the large chamber at the LeRC attenu-

ates the local magnetic field). On the other hand, the ion
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collection phenomenaappears to be reproducible and to be inde-
pendent of the gas used for the environment, plasma sources and
facilities.

Since the purpose of this review is to develop current collection
models, the following relationships are assumed:

ICollected : _ Ap amps 0 < V+ < I00

1
ICollecte d = Jeo Ap T amps V+ > 100

Coee°A amps V.< 0

where: A_ is the solar array area (cm2)

J_o and Jio are the electron and ion thermal current

densities (amp/cm 2)

V+ and V. are the positive and negative voltages with

respect to the plasma potential.

These current collection models are basically spherical probe

relationships. Dividing the panel area by 4 accounts for the

difference between a spherical surface area and a disk. The

factor 0.05 is used to compute the interconnect area; taken as

5 percent of the total panel area. The factor of 10 in the

electron collection at voltages less than 100 volts accounts

for the low voltage charging of the cover glass.

These equations are, at best, good to an order of magnitude for
electron collection, but considerably better for ion collection.

These relationships were based on the LeRC results only. The

validity of the facility effects noted previously will have to

be established by further studies.
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8. COMPARISONTO FLIGHTDATA

8.1 Introduction

There are only two sets of experimental data obtained in flisghtPlasma Interaction Experiments 1 and 2 (PIX - 1 and 2).64, 6- '
Both of these flights were auxiliary payload experiments flown
on the Delta second stage in polar orbits. They were classic
examples of low cost experiments and, as such, provided limited
information. Interpretations of the results required a major
effort and were not necessarily unique.

The most disheartening result in these flights was that the Delta
second stage charged during the electron collection phases of
the experiment making the positive voltage readings difficult to
interpret. There also was a drift in the electron current meter
in PIX-1 and someof the low voltage currents were too small to
be read in PIX-2. Due to the limited effort available in this
contract, it was decided to concentrate on the negative bias
results for this comparison.

8.2 PIX -1 Results

The PIX-1 package was flown in February, 1978 on the Delta second
stage used to launch Landsat C.64 PIX-1 operated for about 4
hours in a 900 kilometer polar orbit. The PIX used the Delta
telemetry unit so its life was limited by the Delta battery.
Since only real time data transmission was available, only about
two hours of data was obtained.

The PIX contained three test surfaces; a 10 cm diameter disk
mounted on the electronics housing, a 10 cm diameter disk on
a 30 cm dia sheet of kapton and a 100 cm2 solar array segment.
The disk-on-kapton and solar array segment were mounted on an
experiment plate located go° around the Delta from the elec-

tronics unit (see Figure 51). Each test surface was connected
to its own electrometer and all three were connected to the same

high voltage power supply. The two experimental surfaces on the

plate could be switched to the power supply one at a time.

The experiment was preprogrammed to operate continuously stepping
through four positive and five negative voltages in one minute

steps. The plain disk was constantly on and was used as an

environment monitor. Either the solar array or disk-on-kapton

was selected. Discharges were determined when the current input

to the power supply exceeded a predetermined level, shutting off

the supply for 10 seconds. The power supply could restart after

this delay.
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Due to the limitations discussed above there were only five
negative voltage cycles obtained during this flight. The
approach used in the analysis was to use the plain disk data
as an indicator of plasma density and velocity and then use the
negative voltage current collection model developed here to
determine the experiment plasma density and velocity mode (ram,
wake or thermal). If the current trends could be matched using
reasonable values of density and particle energies, then it could
be said that the current collection model was reasonable. Since
it was known from ground test results that the disk and disk-on-
kapton ion current collection was identical, analysis of this
experiment was also conducted.

The comparison of the models to the flight data for the disk,
disk-on-kapton and solar array is shown in Figure 52. The
agreement is very good and is typical of the other cycles. The
results for all cycles are summarized in Table Ill. The negative
voltage current collection model appears to be a reasonable
approximation based upon these results.

FIGURE 51. PLASMA INTERACTION EXPERIMENT (PIX)
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PIX-2 Results

Introduction

The PIX-2 package flew on the IRAS Delta second stage in
January, 1983. o_ It also had a 900 kilometer, polar orbit.

The experiment consisted of four, 480 cm2 solar array segments

that could be biased separately or collectively to either plus

or minus 1 kilovolt in 10 steps. This array was mounted on

the experiment plate 180 ° away from the electronics enclosure

(see Figure 53). The Delta telemetry system was used but

additional battery capacity was added. In addition, a data

storage system was included which increased the information

from this experiment. It operated for about 11 hours and most

of the data were recovered. The plasma diagnostics were

improved to the extent of carrying a Langmuir probe which

could be swept from -20 to +100 volts when the experiment was

off or held at 50 volts during the experiment to monitor

density changes. The probe was mounted on the electronics

enclosure. An electron emitter was also incuded to try to

limit the charging of the Delta during the higher positive
voltage steps.

FIGURE 52.
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TABLEIll

SUMMARYOF PIX -1 ANALYSIS
NEGATIVEBIAS DATA

CYCLE
NO EXPERIMENT

PLASMACONDITIONS
DENSITY(CM-3) TEMPERATURE(EV)

1C

1D

6D

9C

9D

11C

lID

12C

12D

PLAINDISK
SOLARARRAY

PLAIN DISK
KAPTON/DISK

PLAIN DISK

KAPTON/DISK

PLAIN DISK

SOLAR ARRAY

PLAIN DISK
KAPTON/DISK

PLAIN OISK

SOLAR ARRAY

PLAIN DISK

KAPTON/DISK

PLAIN DISK
SOLAR ARRAY

PLAIN DISK

KAPTON/DISK

3.5x 10 4

1.0 x 10 3

3.8 x 10 4

2-7.5x 10 3

3.9 x 10 4

3.9x 10 4

3.6x 10 4

3.6x 10 4

4.8x 10 4

4.8 x 10 4

3.8 x I0 4

5 -10 x 10 3

3.8x 10 4

1-2.5x 10 4

3.6 - 3.8 x 10 4

3.6x 10 4

4.2 x I0 4

4.2 x 10 4

.O9

.07

.07

.07

.07

.2

.08

.5 - 1.0

.07

1.0 - 0.1

.07 - .1

.07

0.2

.07

.12 - .05

2.4- 1.5

.07

1.5

As part of this contract study, the Langmuir probe data was

briefly reviewed. The main effort was concentrated on the

negative bias data with the comparisons between models and

data limited to segment 1 data only.
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8.3.2 Langmuir Probe Results

The currents collected for positive bias voltage steps in the

first three Langmuir probe sweeps are shown in Figure 54. In

the first sweep, conducted before initiation of the solar

array experiments, the current is linear as expected. Analysis
of these results indicates a plasma density of about 4 x 10j

cm -3 with an electron temperature of about 0.3 eV. Results like

these were anticipated. The negative voltage data for this

sweep was lost. The next two sweeps taken after the experiment

started indicate that the current is proportional to the

voltage to some power between 1.2 and 1.6. This is not what

was anticipated for the probe operation, but could be explained

by a variable density and temperature such as that shown in

Figure 55. Here the first probe sweep results is shown for

comparison with a later sweep. It is interesting to note that

the ion collection portion of the curve matched reasonably

well with the expected density and temperature. Unfortunately

the ion collection phenomena is very strongly dependent on

whether the probe is in the ram, wake or thermal positions and
can be difficult to interpret.

Since the probe data was questionable and since the LeRC

personnel were concentrating on interpreting these results, no

further work on the Langmuir probe data was attempted as part

of this contract study. Instead, the density data supplied by
the LeRC was used. 71
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FIGURE 54. PIX - 2 LANGMUIR PROBE DATA
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8.3.3 Negative Bias Data

As stated previously the principal effort here was concentrated

in the analysis of segment 1 negative bias data. Of the 19

possible segment 1 runs, 12 were selected for analysis. The
first step was to separate out the velocity mode effects. This

was accomplished by plotting the equilibrium currents for the

first four or five voltages and extrapolating the curve back

to zero. The number of voltage steps used depended upon the

linearity of the curve. The results are shown in Figures 56
and 57. There are two distinct regimes; one in which the

current at zero volts is less than 0.05 _A and the second in

which the zero volt current is greater than 0.20 _A. Since

the current at zero volts is proportional to the square root

of the ion temperature and since the temperature in the ram

mode can be up to 60 times the temperature in either wake or

thermal modes, it is asserted that those runs in the second

catagory have a ram component while the first can either be in

thermal or wake modes. Extrapolating the curve back through

zero also gives an indication of the spacecraft voltage. This

latter point should be treated cautiously since values up to

80 volts can be obtained and these are difficult to justify.

It is apparent, though, that spacecraft voltages are larger
than those normally expected.

The next phase of the analysis is to use the current collection

mode to verify that the trends can be predicted with reasonable

values of density and particle temperatures. The first step
is to verify that the ground test data can be so treated.

Typical results of this matching process is shown in Figure 58.

Note that the match of the initial -30 volt step requires a

plasma potential of about -8 volts this value is typical for

the LeRC tank tests. The comparisons for the flight data are

illustrated in Figure 59 a for a "ram" condition (program step
690) and Figure 60 for a thermal condition. The difference

between "thermal" and "wake" modes is assumed to occur when

the density inferred from the mode is considerably lower than
that supplied by LeRC. In order to match the first data

point, spacecraft voltages in the order of -20 to -50 volts

had to be assumed. The summary of the results of all twelve

runs is given in Table IV. As an output from this analysis

the plasma density dependance on the negative voltage for shut-

down can be determined. This data is presented in Figure 61.
The error bars here indicate that shutdown occured between

voltage steps or that the density was varying. This result

indicates that overcurrent shutdown is a function of plasma

density and will occur at a value slightly lower than that
previously obtained. Whether this is real or a function of

this particular power supply capability still has to be
determined.
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FIGURE 56. CURRENT COLLECTED FOR INITIAL NEGATIVE BIAS VOLTAGES
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These results indicate that the negative bias current collec-

tion model works reasonably well for both ground test and

space environmental conditions. There is a fundamental

difference between the ground test results and flight data

that has yet to be resolved. In the ground test conducted

with plasma densities on the order of 104 cm, -3 negative

voltage shut-downs were very rare. In the flight experiment,

negative voltage shutdowns were very frequent.

FIGURE 58.
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FIGURE 60.
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PGM

Step

142

331

690

844

1326

1741

420B

467B

844B

1327B

1587B

2032B

TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF PIX-2 FLIGHT DATA ANALYSIS

Inferred Plasma Properties

Density (cm -3)

Initial Final

6 xlO 3

5 x 104

6 x 104

i x 103

Temp (eV)
Initial Final

.5

2.0

1.5

.07

Velocity
Mode

Ram/Thermal

Ram

Ram

Thermal

2 x 103 3 x 103

3 x 104 6.3 x 104

2 x 103 i x 103

3 x 104 5.5 x 104

3 x 103 5. x 103

250 1 x 103

6 x 104

750 1.5 x 103

1.0

.09

.09

2.5

.09

.09

1.5

.09

2.5

Wake

Ram

Wake

Ram

Thermal

Wake

Ram

Wake
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9. APPLICATION TO LARGE SPACE POWER SYSTEMS

9.1 Introduction

There have been several studies conducted in the past few years
in which space power system interactions with plasma environments
have been estimated.66,68,69,72,73 The major hurdle in these
studies was that no one had a realistic model of the plasma
current collection processes. 73 While this study does not claim
to have developed the best possible model, the collection phe-
nomena is based upon a review of several years of experimental
results. The main extrapolation used here relates to extending
information obtained with samples up to I m2 to systems ranging
in size up to i000 m2.

Any power system operating in space plasma environments must come
into equilibrium such that the net current collected from the
plasma is zero. This forces the array to float predominantly
negative to achieve this balance. Furthermore, this floating
potential changes as the system moves in its orbit due to
velocity effects. These must be considered before the impact
of discharges on the power load can be assessed.

In this section of the report, the current collection models
developed will be applied to a I00 kilowatt solar array operating
in space at various voltages. The effect of possible discharges
on this system's operation will be reviewed and means of reducing
the threat discussed.

9.2 Power System Floating Potentials

9.2.1 Power System Description

The 100 kilowatt solar array used in this study is assumed to con-
sist of ten modules in parallel; each module consisting of ten
blocks in series (see Figure 62). The voltage builds up within
each module from 0 to the operating voltage. Each module is
assumed to be identical, contributing an equal current to the load.
The array is also assumed to consist of 6 x 6 cm solar cells with
an open circuit voltage of 0.6 volts and a short circuit current of
i.i amperes each. The back side of the array is assumed to be a
dielectric surface so that the only interactions occur on the
solar cell side.

This system is assumed to operate in a 400 km equatorial orbit
having the plasma characteristics given in Table V. The motion
induced effects on this system in its orbit are illustrated in

Figure 63. At local midnight the system is in ec]ipse; the power
will be off and the array will cool down. Upon reentering sunlight
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FIGURE 62. SPACE POWER SYSTEM CONCEPT
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the cold array will generate about twice its normal voltage until

the temperature returns to normal (usually within a few minutes).

The array will enter the "ram" mode: the active side of the array

faces the velocity direction. In this case the spacecraft velocity

is much greater than the ion thermal velocity; the ion current

collection is then assumed to be based on the higher energy.

The PIX results demonstrated that ram mode collection is at a

higher partical energy than thermal or wake mode. In the local

noon region of the orbit, the velocity is perpendicular to the

array normal and current collection is based upon the plasma

thermal properties. In the local evening region, the active

side of the array is in the "wake." Here, it has been found
from the PIX data that both the electron and ion densities are

substantially lower and current collection reduced. The orbit

period is about 100 minutes with about 25 minutes each in ram,

thermal, wake and eclipse.

The solar array block characteristics are computed from a

simple diode approximation for each of the desired operating

voltages of 300, 500, 750 and 1000 volts (see Figure 64). From

these characteristics the maximum power point voltage and

current are chosen for the current balance computations.

9.2.2 Plasma Current Calculations

Based on the ground test data review given in Section 3 of this

report, the following are the current collection equations to
be used:

I = Jeo Ap (1.25 x 10-3 ) (I + V+) amps 0 < V+ < i00

I = Jeo Ap (0.25) (1 + V+ -100)
Te

amps V+ > 100

I : Jio Ap (1.25 x 10-2 ) (1 +_)
amps V < 0

where j o and Ji are the plasma thermal current density (amp/cm 2)
Ap is t_e block _anel area (cm2)

V+ and V. are the block average voltages (positive and negative)

Te and Ti are the electron and ion temperatures (eV)

At the 400 km orbit of this system, the predominant ion specie

is oxygen and this will be used in the calculations. There is

also an implicit assumption that the plasma collection phe-

nomena can be characterized by the average potential of each

block rather than a distributed voltage over the face. This

seems to be true, based on a very limited data base of large
panel tests. 68 Finally, it is assumed that each block behaves

independently of its neighbors. This is based upon the PIX-2

flight data which appears to indicate this independence.
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TABLE V

PLASMA ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS

(400 KM. ORBIT)

Electrons

Number Density (CM-3)

Particle Energy (eV)

Oxygen Ions

Number Density (CM-3)

Particle Energy (eV)

RAM

2 x 105

0.2

2 x 105

5.0

THERMAL

2 x 105

0.2

2 x 105

0.09

WAKE

2 x 104

0.2

20

0.09

FIGURE 64. BLOCK SOLAR ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS
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9.2.3

There is still an open question on the extrapolation to these
large areas, that is, the electron current collection is above
i00 volts. The ground test data indicates a spherical relation-
ship but if this is extended to very large areas, huge currents
can results. Another option proposed is that every large array
array would collect as a flat plate with a curved edge sheath. 66
Such a current collection model has been developed and has the
following form:

I = (Jeo Ap) (I + K V+ 3/4) amps

where K is a constant (9.8)

Some of the data obtained in ground tests indicates that the

current collection above 100 volts does depend upon a power of
the voltage that is less than one. However, this can not be

stated positvely at this time and the option of either a
spherical model or plate model is available.

Floating Potentials

The above relationships are used to compute the floating poten-
tial of the array when operating at 300, 500, 750 and 1000 volts.

This is done to assess the plasma power losses and the probability

of arcing in the array. The procedure used is first to compute

the environmental currents and then compute the collection for
each block in the module. The block characteristics are taken at

the maximum power point as determined from the curve in Figure 64.
The balancing process starts with a first guess potential for the

most negative block with the others indexed by the block voltage.

The currents collected for each block are computed sequentially

and summed. If the currents do not balance, the most negative

block voltage is increased by one volt and the current recomputed.

This process is continued until the sign of the net current
changes. Hence, the balance is within 1 volt.

The results of these floating potential computations are shown

in Figure 65 for the ram (R), thermal (T) and wake (W) regions

and the selected operational voltages. It is interesting to
note that the positive voltages did not exceed 100 volts in

any of these cases so that the choice between plate and
spherical collection did not have to be made. For the thermal

collection regions the usual guide is that the array should be

about 10 percent positive. This study indicates that the

percentage positive is about 4 percent for all cases.

The plasma currents collected are exceptionally small compared

to the operating currents. In the 1000 volt operations the elec-

tron current collected is on the order of 55 milliamps whereas

the load current is 11.5 amps. This represents a loss of 0.5

percent. No other condition was found to be worse. Hence, it
should be concluded that plasma coupling power losses are
negligible.
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FIGURE 65. FLOATING POTENTIALS FOR 100 kW ARRAY
MAXIMUM POWER POINT OPERATION
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There appears to be a real possibility of discharges occurring
in these arrays. The PIX-2 data would indicate a possible
discharge threshold at these densities of about -350 volts

(extrapolated from data given in Figure 15). Previous ground
test summaries extrapolate to a value of -450 volts for break-
downs at these densities. If one were to design a system
based on present knowledge, then the maximum operating voltage
to be considered would be 250 volts which would result in the
most negative block at about -240 volts. This would provide
an estimated safely margin for no discharges of about 1.5 to
1.9. However, when the array exits eclipse, the array voltage
will double and discharges would occur then. The question to
be resolved, then, is to determine the impact of discharges on
the power system performance.

9.3 Discharge Behavior

That high voltage solar arrays discharge has been known for 15

years. However, what is not known are the discharge pulse

characteristics. Attempts to determine these have usually ended

in the characterization of a power supply. Recently, some

progress has been made in cataloging such discharge character-

istics for small solar array segments. 32-34

In this study a discharge will be assumed to involve a breakdown

of the plasma sheath in the negative voltage portions of the

array between the interconnects and space. The process will

involve a charge loss to space causing the array to become more
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positive. Furthermore, it is assumedthat the discharge current
is supplied by the array at the expense of the load current, if
necessary. The increased current demandin the series circuit
between blocks will cause the block voltage to change to maintain
the block V-I characteristics. The plasma coupling current is
negligible until the array becomessufficiently positive to
collect an electron current large enough to drive it back to its
normal voltage relative to space. The discharge current tran-
sient is assumedto be characterized by an overdampedpulse.
Eventually, this pulse terminates allowing the array to return
to its original voltage distribution and to discharge again. If
the discharge current demandis sufficient to exceed the array
short-circuit current, then the array would shut down tempo-
rarily. If this doesn't happen, then there will be power loss
in the load which may or may not be tolerable.

The computation procedure used in this discharge effects study is
illustrated in Figure 66. This shows a module of 10 blocks in a
500 volt array. Each block is at ~50 volts and a small fraction
of the module is positive with respect to the space plasma poten-
tial. A discharge is assumedto occur in the negative portions
of the array where the threshold is exceeded. The discharge is
modeled as an overdampedpulse produced by the breakdown of the
capacitance of the plasma sheath (between the array and space),
CS. An assumedvalue of resistance and inductance is used to
complete the pulse definition. Capacitance values from 10-10
farads (small localized discharge) to 10-7 farads (major discharge
involving whole array) were used. Twodifferent pulse durations
were also used: a short pulse generated by making the resistance
50 ohmsand a long pulse resulting from a resistance of 100 ohms.
The short pulse would be comparable to a spacecraft charging type
of discharge while the long pulses (_seconds in duration) would
be representative of those recently measured. In both cases the
discharge threshold was assumedto be -350 volts and hence would
involve the possibility of three blocks discharging at once.

The results of this study can be summarizedby considering the
array performance in the ram mode. In this modethe sheath is
thinner making the capacitance larger. The results for a major
discharge, short pulse is shownin Figure 67. The discharge
pulse had a maximumcurrent of about 6.5 ampsoccuring at about
70 nanosecondswith a decay to zero in about 600 nanoseconds.
The voltage distribution in the module, block 1 to 10, is shown
beneath the pulse. The discharging blocks start to becomemore
positive relative to space plasma potential due to the charge

lost in the discharge. The block voltage is reduced due to the

increased current demand. This reduces the module output voltage.

At about 30 nanoseconds the short-circuit capability of the block

is exceeded driving the module to zero volts. The simulation

followed here assumed the pulse to be continuous and therefore,
the module would be off until the current demand was reduced to

below the short-circuit limit. This occurred at about 60 nano-

seconds. The module became increasingly more positive due to
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the continued loss of charge until, at about 500 nanoseconds, the

plasma currents collected exceeded the computed discharge currents

and the module was driven more negative. At the discharge termina-

tion (about 600 nanoseconds), the process was stopped and the module

was returned to its initial state where it could discharge again.

In reality, once the module went to zero voltage due to the current

demand exceeding the short-circuit capability of the block, the

discharge should have terminated. The module voltage would then

be reestablished and a discharge ignited again. This could give

rise to a possible continuously noisy output rather than an inter-

rupted power output. In either case this is a serious concern.

The long pulse results are shown in Figure 68. Here the discharge

pulse peaks at 3 amps but runs out to 1500 nanoseconds (the charge

loss is the same as in the short pulse). The voltage distribution

in the module is shown below the pulse. In this case the current

demand never exceeds the capability of the blocks and the module

doesn't shut down. The potential of block 1 rises to +200 volts

(relative to space plasma potential) before the plasma coupling

current forces the potential back towards the normal values. To

compensate for the discharge current, the current to the load is

decreased reducing the power to the load by about 2 percent.

FIGURE 68. PREDICTED DISCHARGE BEHAVIOR LONG PULSE
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In the data presented here, the plate model for current collec-

tion above +100 volts was used. If a spherical collection model

is used, the most positive voltages of the blocks was limited to
between 100 and 130 volts.

In the thermal and wake modes the sheath capacitances are lower

and hence, the discharge pulses have lower amplitudes. This

results in behavior analogous to the long pulse case already

presented; a small loss of power to the load. In addition,

small discharges result in very brief transients in the power

line (less than 100 nsec duration).

In summary then, if the discharge characteristic has a current

peak greater than 5 amperes, then the array can be driven into

an interrupted or noisy mode of operation. If the pulse ampli-
tude is less than 5 amperes, then the load current will oscillate

at a reduced current representing a power loss of less than 2

percent (per module breakdown). If all modules broke down

simultaneously, then the loss could be driven to 20 percent.

The pulse amplitude could exceed the 5 amp threshold only if the

pulse were relatively short. Long pulses characterized by
kilohm resistances would not allow large currents. Since the

discharge is assumed to result from a sheath capacitance break-

down, then the worst case breakdowns should be expected when the

array is in the ram mode where this capacitance is the largest.

It should be stated that this analysis is still speculative since

discharge characteristics are still being defined and no one has

yet shown that breakdowns would occur in operational arrays.

Furthermore, no one has demonstrated what happens to the array

when discharges occur. If the discharge is damaging to the

array, then it must be prevented. If the process involves only

charge loss to space, then filtering would probably reduce the
effect on the load to tolerable levels.

9.4 Design Modifications

9.4.1

In this section some techniques to minimize the effects of

discharges are discussed.

Operating Points

One means of minimizing the possible module shut-down is to

increase the current margin by changing the operating point on

the V-I curve. If, instead of the maximum power point, an 80

percent point (lower current, higher block voltage) were

chosen, then the short-circuit current capability might not be

exceeded. The normal procedure is to operate off-optimum

initially to allow for array degradation with time in space.

A complete system analysis should be done to see if an oper-

ating point could be found that would help minimize discharges
while satisfying the mission power requirements.
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9.4.2 Conductive Substrate

9.4.3

The study discussed here assumedthat the rear side of the
substrate was a thin dielectric film. There is a possibility
of making this surface conductive and tieing it to part of the
array. A brief study was madeof this concept with the
conductive surface tied to the negative, positive or center-
tapped terminal of the array. These results are shownin
Figure 69 for a 500 volt array. The entire back of the module
(10 blocks) is assumedto be the conductive area. As shown
here, this approach does not lift the array beyond the dis-
charge threshold throughout the entire orbit. In addition,
the plasma collection and current now are on the order of 20
percent of the load currents and no longer be neglected.

GapFillers

The use of gap fillers has been considered for sometime. In
a brief test of a small solar array segment with RTVcovering
the interconnects between the cells, it was apparent that
discharges were suppressed (see Figure 70). However, it did
not hinder electron collection. This must be considered only
an indication of a possible result. Additional testing is
required to verify the results at the plasma density of inter-
est and to demonstrate the lifetime of the filler. Further-

more, a study is required to determine the weight penalty of

such fillers and to evaluate the effectiveness of using fillers
only on selected areas of the array.

FIGURE 69. FLOATING POTENTIALS OF SOLAR ARRAY AS A FUNCTION
OF SUBSTRATE BACKING
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10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

10.1 Spacecraft Charging and Coupling Studies

The natural radiation environment is harsh. It has been shown

how the environment can charge spacecraft surfaces. NASCAP

gives quantitative results for the amount of charge buildup on

various spacecraft surfaces. Discharges to space can then

occur. The effects to the interior systems and how these

effects are coupled into the spacecraft was the object of this

study.

There is now an established link between the discharge on the

exterior of the spacecraft and the internal transient noise

signals that arise because of the discharge. This study shows

how the discharge, by varying structure potentials, can cause

transient signals to arise in spacecraft wiring.

If inputs (signal and ground) to spacecraft systems are not
adequately protected then these transients can enter those

systems resulting in possible upsets.
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10.1.1 Detailed LEM

It has been shown that discharges on the exterior of

satellites can cause internal structure potentials to

vary which turn can cause transients in wiring. Differen-
tial voltages as high as 3 kv can occur in 3-axis stabil-

ized spacecraft. Currents as large as 12 A can be generated
in spin stabilized spacecraft.

10.1.2 Simplified LEM

The simplified LEM of a Spin Stabilized Spacecraft gave
results very similar to detailed LEM and thus could be used

for gross initial evaluation of transients coupling into
spacecraft.

10.1.3 Interface Circuits

It has been shown that buffer or interface circuits are

vulnerable to induced signals in the ground paths. These

circuits are designed to prevent unwanted signals in the

power lines from entering satellite systems. In this, these
circuits are successful.

The circuit quickly damps out high frequency, for signals

entering through the front end, input-point. However, these

signals entering through ground points can get through to
the output and therefore enter the satellite electronic

systems.

10.2 High Voltage Solar Array Discharge Transient Coupling Studies

10.2.1 Ground Based Test Results

In this study the data obtained in the past 15 years was
compiled and used to develop empirical models for electron

and ion current collection phenomena. This data base has

turned out to be inadequate to provide an absolute set of

equations. There are major differences between facilities,
experimenters and test philosophy that have to be resolved.

It appears that collection processes can be modeled as:

I = Jeo Ap (1.25 x 10-3 ) (1 +_e ) amps 0 < V+ < 100

I = Jio Ap (1.25 x 10-2 ) (1 +_T_ ) amps V < 0

I = Jeo Ap (0.25) (1 + V+ -100) amps V+ > 0

or

I = (Jeo Ap) (i + K V3/4) amps

where the terms are defined in the text.

V>O
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This is based on the comparison between LeRCand other test
results. The extrapolation to very large areas still leaves

a choice between spherical and plate models.

10.2.1.1 Recommendations

a. A series of test should be conducted over a wide

voltage range with all of the plasma properties

provided. Parameters'-_such as plasma density,

electron and ion temperature, sunlight/shade effects,

magnetic field, type of vacuum pumping, solar array
construction and instrumentation should all be

systematically evaluated. Then, it may be possible

to worry about size extrapolations.

b. The discrepancy between the LeRC electron collection
data and others should be resolved. The LeRC data is

a factor of 10 lower at voltages less than 100 volts

and a factor of ten higher above 100 volts. This

comparison is with Boeing data and tests run at JSC.

It is vital to know why these discrepancies exist.

Co Current collection of large areas should be determined for

voltages beyond snapover to determine whether or not the

behavior follows the spherical or plate models.

10.2.2 Flight Data Comparisons

The negative current collection models developed above have

been applied to the flight data obtained in the PIX-1 and 2

missions. Basically, the models seem to work well and in

turn, give information on the plasma characteristics during

flight.

10.2.2.1 Recommendations

Be Continue the data reduction process for both positive

and negative bias data. It should be possible to

evaluate the interactions between the segments, if

any, by completing the analysis of each segment sepa-

rately and looking for any differences when the segments

were run together. The data would have to be reviewed

critically to find those runs when the density did not

jump. This would resolve the concept that various

parts of the array can be considered to respond to the

plasma independently of its neighbors.

b. Resolve the differences between the ground test and

flight data In the negative bias data, the ground test

indicated few shutdowns; the flight data showed many.

There may be discrepancies in the positive voltage
data also.
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10.2.3 Extrapolation to Large Space Power Systems

10.2.3.1

The current models developed here have been used to estimate
the behvior of large space power systems in plasma environ-
ments. It was found that these arrays would float predomi-
nantly negative, that plasma coupling current losses are
negligible and that discharges are probable on all systems
operating at or above 300 volts. These discharges might not
be serious if the discharge pulse is spread out over a long
time period (_seconds) and if the discharge does not damage
the array. Both of these points need to be verified.

Recommendations

a. A self-generated voltage solar array test should be

conducted to verify that such a system could discharge

and to determine the characteristics of such discharges.
Since there seems to be an unresolved difference

between ground and space flight results, this test

should be run both in space and on the ground.

bl Discharge characteristics must be determined. The
characteristics must be measured in the solar array

circuit and not inferred by another probe. This is

vital to determining whether or not a problem exists.
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